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Abstract 
 

Wear mechanisms of the cutting tools are well investigated worldwide. Usually researchers use the 

cutting process itself, turning by single point cutting, as their investigation method, which includes 

turning a metal cylinder with a pre-selected work-material and predetermined cutting conditions. 

Thereafter the tool worn surface is examined by scanning electron microscopy in order to 

characterize the tool wear mechanisms and tool failure. However, this may be the most appropriate 

way to investigate the wear mechanisms which occur during machining since it simulates the real 

operation. Metal cutting involves extreme conditions such as high temperature and high-pressure 

and the different condition results in different wear modes on the insert’s surface. The wear modes 

are overlapping and the transition boarder between them are not sharp making it difficult to obtain 

a detailed information of wear mechanisms. Because of these reasons many researchers try to refine 

the machining to a single condition e.g; high pressure, at the laboratory level in order to 

characterize the wear mechanisms and to get a more detailed information. 

In this thesis the wear tests of the cutting tool are performed by using a slider-on-flat-surface 

(SOFS) wear tester. SOFS involves a normal load, which applies to the sample and a tangential force 

that enables the sliding of the sample against a counterface. To enable conducting the wear tests in 

SOFS a newly design of tool holder was prepared. The wear tests were performed at different 

contact conditions and the stainless steel EN 1.4310 was used as the counterface material. After the 

tools were tested, the worn surface of the tool was examined by optical light microscopy and 

scanning electron microscopy in order to identify the wear rate and wear mechanisms.  

At low load the dominating wear mechanism was adhesive wear. The adhesive wear was induced 

by material pick-up during sliding i.e. material from the counterface was transferred to the insert’s 

surface. Further sliding results in delamination of the insert surface and removal of a part of the 

coatings material. 

At high load the dominating wear mechanism was a combination of severe adhesive wear and 

fracture of the coating material. The fracture of the coating material occurred because of 

overloading. Coating defects promote crack formation under high load and these cracks propagate 

through the coating during sliding movement and result in microchipping of the coating material. 

This procedure does not simulate the metal cutting but it still gives an understanding of the 

behavior of the coating material when it is exposed to a high mechanical stress. 

  

 

 
 
 



 

 
 

Sammanfattning 

Förslitningsmekanismer hos skärverktyg är globalt välundersökta. Vanligtvis använder forskare 

skärprocessen det vill säga enpunktssvarvning, som undersökningsmetod vilket innebär att svarva 

ett cylindriskt arbetsstycke med förvalt material och under förutbestämda skärförhållanden. 

Därefter undersöks verktygets skäryta med svepelektronmikroskopi för att karaktärisera 

verktygsförslitningsmekanismerna. Detta kan vara det lämpligaste sättet att undersöka 

förslitningsmekanismer som uppstår under skärande bearbetning eftersom det simulerar den 

verkliga proceduren. Skärande bearbetning innebär extrema förhållanden såsom hög temperatur 

och högt tryck och olika betingelser resulterar i olika förslitningsskador på skärytan. De olika 

förslitningsskadorna överlappar varandra och övergångar mellan dem är inte skarpa vilket gör det 

svårt att erhålla detaljerade informationer om förslitningsmekanismerna. Av dessa skäl har många 

forskare experimentellt försökt isolera ett påverkande moment vid den skärande bearbetningen, 

till exempel högt tryck, för att karaktärisera de förslitningsmekanismer som uppstår vid denna 

påverkan för att få en mer detaljerad information om denna. 

I detta arbete har förslitningstester utförts på skärverktyg genom att använda slider-on-flat-surface 

(SOFS) tribometer. Vid användning av SOFS belastar man skärytan med en normal och en 

tangentiell kraft för att skäret skall kunna glida mot ytan på det material som ska bearbetas. För att 

göra det möjligt att genomföra förslitningstesterna med SOFS utformades en ny verktygshållare. 

Förslitningstesterna utfördes vid olika kontaktförhållanden och rostfritt stål EN 1,4310 användes 

som material (counterface). Efter att verktyget testats undersöktes verktygets slitna yta med optiskt 

ljusmikroskop och svepelektronmikroskopi för att identifiera uppkomna förslitningsskador. 

Vid låg belastning var den dominerande nötningsmekanismen adhesivt slitage, vilket framkallades 

genom att material under glidning överförs från (counterface) till skärets kontaktyta. Fortsatt 

glidning resulterade i att materialet från counterface trycks fast vid skärytan och därefter kan 

skärytan delamineras och en del av skärytans beläggning lossna. 

Vid hög belastning dominerade adhesivt slitage kombinerat med brott hos beläggningsmaterialet. 

Brott hos beläggningsmaterialet berodde på överbelastning. Beläggningsdefekter främjar 

sprickbildning under hög belastning och dessa sprickor fortplantas genom beläggningen under 

glidrörelsen och resulterar i att beläggningsmaterialet flagnar från skärytan. 

Denna procedur simulerar inte helt den skärande bearbetningen men ger ändå en förståelse av hur 

beläggningsmaterialet beter sig när det utsätts för olika typer av mekanisk påverkan. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Generally the manufacturing companies have some primary goals to achieve i.e. high production 

and low production cost. In manufacturing companies where machining is involved to a high 

extend, for instance airplane manufacturers and motor industry, the manufacturers have high 

demands on the cutting tool i.e. they require long life tools. It is estimated that metal cutting is 

involved when producing 15 % of all mechanical products worldwide [3]. The cutting tools directly 

determine the shape and surface finish of the product. Metal cutting process characterizes by 

extreme contact conditions with very high temperature and pressures. This process involves 

material removal from the work piece by very high plastic deformation/shearing which results in 

chip formation i.e. material removal from the work piece. Usually the cutting process includes a 

relative movement between the work piece and the cutting tool. In turning for instance, there are 

two types of motion, the primer motion which is a rotating movement of a work piece called cutting 

speed (Vc) and the secondary motion which is the cutting tool’s movement against the work piece 

and called feeding (f). These two movements determine the volume of material removal from the 

work piece and are crucial factors for determining the tool life. During the metal cutting the cutting 

tools undergo a progressive wear until the tool is no longer suitable for the cutting operation and 

the tool has to be replaced by a new one. This entails a breaking production during the time the tool 

has to be replaced which means an increased production time. This will lead to a lower production 

efficiency and higher product costs which are two undesired factors for the manufacturer. Hence 

they set high standards for the cutting tool e.g. cutting tool with long life and high wear resistant in 

order to optimize the production process by increasing productivity and decreasing costs of 

machining. 

Over the years many efforts have been made in order to increase the knowledge about enhancing 

the cutting tools. The development of tool materials and coatings has resulted in a significant 

improvement of the tool life. Indeed the development of the cutting tool materials has giving an 

increased rate of metal removal. However, higher rate of material removal results in higher amount 

of heat and higher mechanical stresses generated during the cutting. Because of this, the material 

the cutting tool is made of has to possess several different properties like red hardness, abrasion 

resistance and toughness.  

The tools ability to retain its hardness even at high temperature is called red hardness. Cemented 

carbide has adequate red hardness property and therefore cemented carbide is the most used tool 

material in machining. Besides the red hardness property, cemented carbide also has a good 

abrasion resistance and high toughness. This material derives its properties from its alloy elements, 

hardness or abrasion resistance from the hard phase tungsten carbide (WC) and toughness from 

the binder Cobalt (Co). 

Very high temperature and mechanical stresses during the cutting process result in very complex 

tribological behavior. Even though the tribological applications for many of the cutting tools are 

well investigated there is still a lack of understanding concerning some of the wear mechanisms 

that occur during machining. Hence, it involves many different tribological behaviors.  

In order to understand specific tribological behavior usually a tribosystem can be refined at the 

laboratory level. In this thesis work a new design of the tool holder has been developed and this 

tool holder was used in the slider-on-flat-surface (SOFS). The development of the tool holder was 

performed in cooperation with Vesel Hyseni [29]. The wear tests were performed in the SOFS 
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tribotester under different contact conditions. Three normal loads, 100 N, 300 N and 500 N, were 

tested at the sliding distances 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 m respectively. The insert worn surface were 

examined by light optical microscope (LOM) and secondary electron microscope (SEM).  

2 Theory 
 

2.1 Wear 
When two solid surfaces move over each other, due to the interaction of the surface materials, the 

wear will occur. This implies a progressive material deformation and removal from one or both 

surfaces. It is important to point out that the wear is a system response and not a material property. 

Wear is usually classified into two classes depending on the absence or/and presence of the effective 

lubricant. Lubricated wear is the wear, which occurs in the presence of effective lubricants. Dry 

wear is the wear that occurs in air and in the absence of any effective lubricants. In many practical 

applications different types of wear apparent for instance rolling wear, sliding wear, fretting wear 

and impact wear. Indeed, these terms do not describe the wear mechanisms, they actually describe 

the type of movement results in wear. Wear mechanisms are described as mechanical wear, 

chemical wear and thermal wear. The mechanical wear is often about the wear that occurs due to 

the mechanical stresses which result in deformation or fracture of surface material. In ductile 

material, the wear is associated with the deformation process and in brittle material; the wear 

dominates by fracturing process. Chemical wear is the wear controlled by chemical reactions in the 

interface between the contacting bodies and it usually called ‘tribochemical wear’. Thermal wear is 

the wear controlled by increasing temperature between two surfaces with a tribocontact and it is 

usually about the local surface melting due to the generated temperature during friction or diffusion 

process [1,4,6]. 

In this thesis, the focus will be on the sliding wear and the wear mechanisms that occurs during 

this type of motion.  

2.2 Sliding wear 
Sliding wear in a tribosystem occurs when two solid surfaces slide over each other and these 

surfaces interact. Generally, sliding wear is divided into two categories, lubricated sliding wear and 

dry sliding wear. In many engineering applications, researchers try to map the sliding wear into 

two classes’ i.e. severe and mild sliding wear. Mild wear means lower wear rate and it is essentially 

safer than sever wear. The prevention or decelerated of this wear is possible by maintenance. Severe 

sliding wear is the worst-case scenario and it has to be prevented in every application in case the 

failure of component will be avoided. It has to be mention that there is no sharp border between 

mild and sever wear i.e. mild wear can transform to sever wear under certain circumstances [1].  

Archard tried to classify the severity of a tribosystem e.g. the wear rate by a simplified equation 

(Q= KWL/H) were Q denote to the volume of the removal material, W normal load, H is the 

indentation hardness of the softer material, L is the sliding distance and K is the wear coefficient. 

The wear coefficient, K, is dimensionless and gives a valuable explanation for comparing the 

severity of a wear process occurring in a tribosystem. Higher K values indicate to higher wear rates 

and vice versa. According to Archard’s equation, if the wear coefficient is constant for a particular 

tribosystem the wear rate will be proportional to the normal load and the sliding distance. However, 

in some tribotests it is showed that the wear rate does not only depend on the normal load but also 

other system parameters. The wear rate may depend on the nature of interaction materials i.e. 
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material properties for the contacting bodies, sliding speed, presence of hard particles (debris) and 

the generated temperature in a tribosystem. The influence of these parameters lead to different 

wear rate for a system and results in different wear modes like adhesive, abrasive and fatigue wear 

[5]. 

2.2.1 Adhesive mode 
When two metal surfaces placed against each other under sufficient contact pressure this pressure 

will contribute the surfaces to penetrate the oxide film that separate the direct metal to metal 

contact. The removal of oxide film occurs due to the surface asperities interaction. When the oxide 

film between the opposite asperities removes, direct metal-to-metal contact will occurs and 

adhesion will occur across the interface. At this moment, atomic bonds weld asperities together and 

the interface between the opposite asperities is almost like grain boundary. During the sliding these 

welded asperities break off and deform which results in strain hardening of the material at the 

surface, see figure 1. The breaking of surface asperities will takes place somewhere below or over 

the interface if the interface is very strong at the welded points. In this way the material will transfer 

from one surface to another. Subsequently, these strain hardened asperities work as abrasive 

particles and results abrasive wear. After repeated contact between the surfaces these particles 

grow and may end in two ways. First, disappear from the tribosystem as fragmented material. 

Secondly, they start to scratch the opposing surface and results in abrasive wear until they 

delaminate from the surface. After the delamination, they remains in the system and work as free 

hard particles between sliding surfaces which result in three-body abrasive wear. [1,5-7]. 

 

Figure 1: Shows schematically how the adhesive wear occurs [16]. 

 

2.2.2 Abrasive wear mode 
Abrasive wear is the most common wear mechanisms and characterized by scratching the worn 

surface leaving deep grooves. It occurs often when a relative hard surface one hard rubs against a 

softer material. Usually the surface roughness of the harder material is a crucial factor for the 

abrasive wear rate. Abrasive wear usually divides into two categories tow-body abrasion and three-

body abrasion depending on the nature of hard particles that are present in the sliding system, see 

figure 2. In case of the two-body abrasion, these particles are embedded in one of two surfaces while 

in the three-body abrasion wear the hard particles are free between surfaces. These particles can be 

oxides or adhered material on the surfaces detached due to repeated cyclic load. Usually the particle 

shape, size and hardness determine the abrasive wear rate [1,5-7]. 
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Figure 2: Shows schematically an illustration of abrasive wear the two-body (left) and 
three-body (right) abrasion [1]. 

 

2.2.3 Fatigue mode 

Fatigue wear occurs due to repeated contact in sliding motion and it may occurs due to pure 

mechanical stresses or thermochemical stresses. During the repeated contact crack will initiate just 

below the interface between the contacting surfaces. These cracks growth under furthermore 

contact and results in material delamination from the worn surface [6]. 

 

2.3 Factors influence the wear rate 
 

2.3.1 Materials 
Wear rate depends on the material properties for the surfaces in the relative motion. Archard’s 

equation showed a direct relation between the hardness of the softer surface material and the wear 

rate. However, there are also other material parameters that affect the wear rate. These parameters 

usually are included in the wear coefficient K. For self-mated metals for example, which have same 

material properties and same atomic bonds, the wear coefficient is high. This means similar metals 

surfaces in relative movement results in higher wear rate than dissimilar metals. The explanation 

for this phenomenon is tribological compatibility of the two metals. The tribological compatibility 

for metals controls by mutual solid solubility (high affinity). Two surfaces slides against each other 

with high mutual solid solubility have low tribological compatibility and hence have a relatively 

high wear rate. Avoiding sliding pairs of similar metals may be the first step towards to the reducing 

of wear rate but there are also other methods for reducing sliding wear for instance modifying 

sliding surfaces or applying coating to the contacting surfaces [1]. 

 

2.3.2 Coatings 
In tribological applications surface coating are widely used for enhancing the surface properties 

hence the coating provides a lower friction and better wear resistance to the sliding system. Coating 

process involves applying very thin material layers to the surface. The coating layers are either very 

hard or soft depending on what actions the surface will provide. In order to reduce the sliding wear 

very hard thin layers applies to the sliding surfaces. Generally, these layers are ceramics due to its 

hardness and chemically stability even at elevated temperature. The most common coating 

methods are physical vapour deposition (PVD) and chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [1].  

Mäkelä and Valli 1985 reported a low value of coefficient of friction, down to 0.1 for a hard titanium 

nitride coating sliding against itself. Lower friction may lead to reduced wear but this statement 

does not fulfill in all tribosystem [5].  
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2.3.3 Speeds 
Usually when two surfaces rub each other amount of heat will generate. The generated heat 

depends strongly on the sliding speed. At low sliding speed, for instance the time range for the 

contacting bodies will be enough for the generated temperature to conduct to the bulk material. 

That is why the interface temperature will stay low at low sliding speed. At high sliding speed the 

time range is very short and the amount of heat generates during friction will be higher. Thus, the 

heat conduction to the bulk material will be limited. The temperature at the interface will be high 

and this temperature will affect the sliding wear mechanisms in several ways [1]. 

 

2.3.4 Temperature 
It is obvious that the temperature rises up when two metal surfaces rubbing or sliding against each 

other. The temperature elevates due to the energy, which applies, to a sliding system in case to 

overcome the frictional forces. During this movement and due to deformation of asperity the 

temperature is highest at the real contact i.e. at high points. The temperature at high points is close 

to the material melt temperature and it called flash temperature. It is important to mention that 

the temperature increases not only at the interface but also in the bulk material for the surfaces. 

The temperature increasing is determined by the material thermal conductivity, geometry and slide 

distance.  

High temperature influences the material mechanical properties i.e. the yield strength decreases 

and material becomes softer. Softer material will wear rapidly when it slides against a hard surface. 

Another effects induced by high temperature is the oxidation phenomenon and phase 

transformations. All these impacts will affect the sliding wear mechanisms [1,6,7]. 

 

2.4 Cutting operation 
In manufacturing industry for instance car industry, the shaping process for almost all products 

involves metal cutting operations. Metal cutting or machining is a process in which a workpiece 

material cuts to obtain a required shape and geometry. Usually cutting operation simplifies to an 

orthogonal cutting operation in order to identify the important parameters introduced in cutting 

operation, see figure 3.  Cutting process classifies into three main groups turning, milling and 

drilling. The cutting process performs by material removal from a workpiece by 

deformation/shearing the workpiece material, which ends up by formation of a chip. To perform a 

cutting process it requires a relative motion between the workpiece and the cutting tool. In turning 

for instance, there are two type of motion the primer motion, which is a rotated movement of a 

workpice called cutting speed Vc, and the secondary motion which is the cutting tool’s movement 

against the workpiece and called feeding (f). These two movements determine the volume of 

material removal from workpiece. Metal cutting is characterized by extreme contact conditions, 

high pressure and temperature. According to Trent a usual steel cutting process leads to extreme 

contact conditions: (high cutting speed 1-10) m/s, high temperature (up to 1000) ˚C and high 

pressure (up to 2 ) Gpa [11]. These contact conditions put high requirements on the cutting tools 

‘insert’ in case to obtain desired surface finish, near net shape, high cutting speed and high 

production efficiency. To achieve these wishes it requires cutting tools with high wear damage 

resistance and long lifetime. The enhancement of cutting tool needs a better understanding of wear 

mechanisms and friction behavior occurring during metal cutting [9,11].  
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Figure 3: Shows a schematic illustration of the orthogonal cutting process [12]. 

2.4.1 Cutting tool 
There are several types of tool material using in industry for cutting applications and all these 

materials are well documented. Due to cutting conditions, usually there are two material properties 

are of high importance for tool material, hardness and toughness.  

Hardness is the resistance to indentation. Usually the strength of cutting tool material connects to 

its hardness. For cutting tool material, it is important that the material have the ability to maintain 

its hardness even at elevated temperature, which called red hardness. 

Toughness is the definition of how much energy one material can absorb before it collapses. Cutting 

tool with high toughness eliminate the tool fraction during vibration or/and shock load.  

The most common tool material is cemented carbide. This material has desired material properties 

for cutting applications. Usually cemented carbide consists of two phases in order to obtain a 

desired combination of material properties. Hard carbide (tungsten carbide WC) for increasing the 

hardness and metallic binder (cobalt Co) to provide some toughness. These two phases sintered 

together for manufacturing the final product (e.g. cutting tool) [9, 19]. 

2.4.2 Coated cutting tool 
In order to provide the wear resistance for cutting tools PVD and CVD coating techniques is very 

widely used. Coating process involves applying very hard and thin layers to the cutting tool. These 

hard layers will enhance the wear resistant of the cutting tool.  

PVD coatings 

Physical vapour deposition process carried out by evaporated a specified metal that will form the 

coating material, and then condense on the tool substrate. This process performs at a temperature 

between 200 and 500 ˚C. Usually other elements of coating material applies in the PVD process by 

using a reactive gas. The PVD process conducts in three different ways by heating the metal 

(evaporation), by bombarding the metal surface by electron beam or by sputtering with argon gas. 

The idea behind the evaporation process is evaporate the material atoms, which will form coating 

material, and emits electrons. These electrons will hit the reactive gas atoms and ionize. The ions 

will strike the substrate and build up a thin hard film, which is the coating. Due to the high 

temperature environment that the PVD process need to takes place, residual stresses build up in 

the coating material when it colds down. During the PVD process, larger particles may evaporate 

and land on the substrate that result in droplets (surface defects). The coating droplets give a rough 

surface morphology for the coating. These droplets together with the residual stresses have a 

significant impact on the coating tribological properties [9,19,27]..  
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Titanium based coating (TiN, TiC and Ti(C,N) are the most common hard coating produced by PVD 

process. These coating material are well-known for their properties, very high mechanical wear 

resistance and good adherence to the substrate. For turning applications for instance TiN is the 

most common coating. It provides the tool with better hardness, better chemical and thermal 

stability at elevated temperature [9,19,27]. 

 

CVD coatings 

Chemical vapour deposition is carried out by producing the coating material on the substrate 

induced by chemical reactions. There are different CVD process techniques depending on how the 

chemical reactions between the process gases, the gas that produces coating material and substrate 

initiate. Usually the chemical reactions initiates by heat. The CVD process, which performs by 

heating, conducts at very high temperature (800-1200) ˚C. For this reason the CVD coatings of 

high speed steel tools are not favorable hence, the very high temperature will alter the strength 

mechanisms of HSS tools. Cemented carbide tools are the most appropriate tool material for CVD 

coating since they are less sensitive for the high temperature. Coating material deposited during 

CVD operation has strong tendency to build up tensile residual stresses when it cooled down. These 

residual stresses promote crack initiation and propagation under such conditions for instance high 

mechanical load, which is common in cutting operatin. 

Ceramic coatings as Alumina Al2O3 are the most common hard coating produced by CVD process 

and well-known for its properties as high hardness, low thermal conductivity and high chemical 

stability at very high temperature. These properties makes Alumina very suited as coating material 

for cutting tools [9,19,27]. 

 

2.4.3 The chip 
The cutting tools during machining removes material from the workpiece and it called chips. The 

chips formation, shape and thickness depends on the relative movement of the workpiece and 

cutting tool, the tool geometry and cutting depth (ap). Indeed, other parameters also influence the 

chip formation and shape since the workpiece materials have different properties as chemical 

composition, hardness, ductility and deformation hardening ability. These are the reasons why the 

chip shape varies from discontinues i.e. fragmented chips (for instance in grey cast iron) to long 

continuous chips (in ductile metal like stainless steel). 

During machining the work-material is heavily deformed by the cutting tool as it can be seen in 

figure 4, which shows three different shear zones and other important parameters for the cutting 

process. The chip starts to form in the primary shear zone due to the deformation rate, which is 

very high in this zone with a short time interval. In the secondary shear zone, the chips flow along 

the rake face and in this regime the highest temperature and pressure obtains. This is because of 

the furthermore deformation of the chips and the friction between the chip and tool face. In the 

rubbing zone the tool is in direct contact with the machined surface and it has lower temperature 

than the secondary shear zone. Hence, the biggest amount of the heat generated during machining 

is stored in the chips and moved away when the chip removes. The contact between the chip/work-

material and tool is very complex and results in severe wear conditions in the cutting operation [9-

11]. 
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Figure 4: Shows a schematic for the turning process and chip formation. Different shear 
zones, feed (f), cutting speed (Vc) and chip thickness (h) [10]. 

 

2.4.4 Wear of cutting tools 
Many efforts devotes every day in order to prevent the catastrophic failure of cutting tools. Efforts 

to reduce the rate of gradual wear of tools during machining. These efforts will improve cutting 

tools giving tool with longer lifetime, which in turn leading to higher productivity and economic 

efficiency.  

The observations during machining showed that the cutting tools fail in three different ways: 

i) Mechanical fracture due to very high cutting forces and shock. This type of tool failure 

is very quick and harmful.  

ii) Plastic deformation due to very high mechanical and thermal stresses. This type of tool 

failure is also rapid and deleterious. 

iii) Progressive wear at the tool’s flank and rake faces. 

The first two kind of tool failure are very harmful, not only for the tool itself but also for the 

workpiece and the tool machine, and have to be prevented. The prevention of these kind tool 

failures can be accomplish by using appropriate tool material and geometry regarding to the 

workpiece material and cutting data. 

The progressive wear cannot been prevented in a cutting operation but its impact can decreased by 

decreases the tool wear rate. The dominant method to obtain cutting tool with high wear resistant 

is coating. PVD and CVD coating is the most effective coating for nowadays cutting tool. In order 

to achieve coating system furthermore and to be able to reduce the wear rate it needs a deeper 

knowledge on the friction between tool, chip and workpiece and the wear mechanisms on tool [11].  

 

2.4.5 Friction  
Metal cutting process results in very high temperature and stresses between the tool and workpiece, 

which lead to complex tribological conditions. In the secondary shear zone the tool rake face, suffer 

of frictional forces induced from the chips flow over the rake face. This contact zone divides into 
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three different contact subzone according to Höglund, see figure 5. Sticking where is no relative 

movement between chip/work material and tool occur. Sliding where the relative movement 

between the work material and tool occur. In-between sticking and sliding subzones there is a 

transition zone where both sticking and sliding occur [9,13-14]. 

 

Figure 5: The tool/chip/workpiece contact areas [9]. 

 

2.4.6 Sliding wear mechanisms 
During cutting process, several wear mechanisms may occure due to the extreme contact conditions 

between the tool and work material. The most common wear mechanisms are abrasive, adhesive, 

diffusion and plastic deformation. 

 

2.4.6.1 Abrasive wear  
Generally, abrasive wear at the cutting tools requires hard particles e.g. harder than tool material. 

These hard particles can be hard carbide, oxide or nitride that are often present in many work 

material. At a real contact area between the coated tool surface and the work material, the welded 

asperity junctions will form. During sliding and due to sticking the coating material be sheared at 

these welded points and subsequently delaminate from the tool surface. The delaminated coating 

material may transfer to the work material/chip interface and work as hard particles (debris) result 

in abrasive wear on the tool surface  [9,11] 

 

2.4.6.2 Adhesive wear 
At the rake face, where the temperature and pressure is very high, there is a great probability of the 

adhesive wear to occur. When the cutting tool presses against the work material in subzone A, and 

together under extreme contact conditions that are present in machining, small pieces of work 

material will transfer to the insert rake face. During sliding and due to shearing the fraction this 

transferred material will detach from the rake face leaving the wear trace on the surface as a big 

cavity [11]. 
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2.4.6.3 Diffusion 
In metal cutting high temperature is obtained and the increasing in temperature will accelerate the 

wear rate of the tool. Hence at high temperature the diffusion rate increases which results in atoms 

exchange between surfaces in contact e.g. between tool cutting edge and workpiece. During 

diffusion atoms from the coated tool surface may transfer to the workpiece, which results in 

hardening in material work. Otherwise atoms from work material transfer to the tool surface and 

decreases its hardness. Indeed these two possible ways of atom transfer during diffusion will 

increase the mechanical wear rate (abrasive and adhesive) [11]. 

 

2.4.6.4 Chemical 
When a piece of metal cuts off from the work material the machined surface is very clean and due 

to very high temperature which obtains during cutting operations this surface will be very chemical 

reactive. Oxide layers forms over the machined surface. During cutting these oxide layers removes 

from the surface and new layers builds up. At a certain cutting speed the tool surface will oxidize 

due to high thermal stresses and the oxidation causes higher wear rate at tool surface [3,9,15]. 

2.5 Cutting tool failure 
It is obvious that the cutting tools fail during use. Extreme high cutting forces and very high 

temperature produced by cutting process deteriorates the tool. In order to improve the cutting tool 

or improve the cutting tool wear resistance the tool failures must identifies since there is several 

type of failure that takes place on the tool during machining. The most common tool failure are 

abrasive flank wear, adhesive crater wear and edge wear (notching). Figure 6 shows where on the 

tool these types of failure take place [15]. 

 

Figure 6: Shows most common tool wear [15]. 

Crater wear takes place on the tool crater face and has a concave form as shown in figure 6. This 

type of wear occurs by chips slide over the rake face and it is localized typically (0.2-0.5) mm from 

the cutting edge in zone B and C [19]. Indeed, the crater wear makes cutting process easier because 

it increases the actual rake angel but on other hand it will weaken the cutting wedge and the risk 

for cutting edge fracture becomes high. Crater wear is of the big concern in case of machining metals 

with the high melting point and at high cutting speed. Hence, it takes place at the regions where 

the temperature is highest. It starts with diffusion of the tool material and then transform to a 

combination with adhesive and abrasive wear [11,15,19]. 
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The flank wear usually takes place on the tool flank and it occurs due to the rubbing between the 

machined surface and the tool flank. Usually the flank wear limits the tool lifetime since the cutting 

forces increases significantly with increasing of the flank wear. It also has enormous effect on the 

surface finish and residual stresses. Generally flank wear measures by the width of the wear land 

VB and wear land increases due to hard rubbing between the flank tool and the machined surface. 

When this width reaches a critical values the tool fracture may occurs due to very high resulting 

cutting forces. Flank wear is obtained essentially by abrasive wear [11,15]. 

 

2.6 Surface characterization 
Generally wear damage takes place on the surface of cutting tool and there are several surface 

characterization methods for this purpose. The most common characterization methods are 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

The scanning electron microscopy uses to obtain some important information about the surface 

which is of interest. Information about surface topography and chemical composition are what 

SEM can prevail about a surface when the surface examines. Scanning electron microscope uses a 

focused electron beam e.g. with high energy to scann across the sample surface.  

The electron beam produces by an electron gun and subsequantly it will be focused and accelerated 

by the condense lences. Usually electron beam has an energy rang between several kV to several 

thousend kV. The electron beam daimeter is about (0.4 - 5) nm and the interaction volume is about 

(1-100) nm. It is important to mention that the interaction volume depends on the material atomic 

number of the sample, electron beam diameter and the accelrating voltage. 

 

 

Figure 7: The emitted signals from the specimen surface [18]. 

 

When the electron beam interacts with the sample surface signals with different energy level can 

be emitted from diffirenet depth of the interaction volume as it shown in figure 7. The produced 

signals  can be secondary electrons, backscattered electrons and x-rays photon, and they will be 

detected by detectors which then will be forwarded to the monitor to display the information about 

the sample. 
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Secondary electrons are produced due to an inelastic interaction between the electron beam and 

the sample atoms in vaccum. They have low energy and usually ejected from the atoms located just 

below the very surface about 50 nm. When one electron from the electron beam interact with the 

sample surface several SEs can be produced because of their low energy. Secondary electrons are 

very topography sensetive and that why the SE detectors uses for surface investigations [9,21]. 

Backscattered electrons have usually higher energy than the secondary electrons and they are 

emitted just below the area where SEs are emitted. The ejection of backscattered electrons are due 

to a colloision with constituent atoms of the sample. The backscattered intensity depends primarily 

on the atomic number e.g. greater atomic number high intensity. These electrons can therefore give 

information about the atomic composition of the sample. Surfaces with high intensity of 

backscattered e.g. with great atomic number appear brighter than the surfaces with low atomic 

number [9,21].  

Energy despersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 

This analysis usualy performs when the chemical composition of the sample is of interest. It carried 

out by specified detector which detect the x-rays photons emitted from the sample during the 

interaction between the electron beam and the surface atoms. The detector will then send those 

signals to the monitor to reveal the chemical composition of the examined area.   

When the sample surface bombarded with the electron beam  and if these electrons have higher 

energy than that energy required to eject an electron from the surface atom the ionization of the 

surface atom will occurs. When the surface atom undergoes ionization process the atom energy 

rises up to the energy  above ground state with an amount equal to the ionization energy. Hence 

the incident electron results in the vacancy in the ionized atom e.g. an electron from the inner shell 

of the ionized atom will be removed leaving the vacancy. Because of the atom tandacy to go back to 

the ground state energy an electron from the outer shell with lower energy (far from the core) will 

move to the vacancy. The difference in energy will emitte from the atom as x-ray photon [21].  

 

2.7 Literature study of cutting operation 
 

F. Zemzemi et al. [10] developed a new tribometer designed for the simulating the contact 

conditions at the tool/chip/workpiece interfaces in a cutting process. Their tribometer 

arrangement involves a flat-sphere contact in case to reach high contact pressure, a pin with a 

sphere shape end made of cemented carbide pressed on a flat surface corresponds work-material 

(27MnCr5 steel). They performed the tests with two kinds of pins, uncoated carbide pins and TiN 

coated carbide pins at two different sliding speed. Sliding speed with 1 m/s for simulation of the 

tool/chip (secondary shear zone) contact conditions and 3 m/s for simulation of the tool/work-

material (rubbing zone) contact conditions. Each test conducted for 10 s. The results showed how 

the friction coefficient decreased with the increasing in the sliding speed for the uncoated pins and 

TiN coated pins. The results also showed, wear traces on the uncoated pins while no wear traces 

appeared on the TiN coated pins. It was noted that the friction coefficient and the transmitted heat 

to the pins were much lower for the TiN coated pins compared to the uncoated pins. The conclusion 

is that TiN coated carbide tools lead to lower friction coefficient compared with uncoated carbide 

tools. Due to decreased friction coefficient, lower mechanical shear stresses and lower 

temperatures obtained for TiN coated carbide tools during machining.  
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N. Norrby et al [22] investigated the influence of the pressure and temperature on the tool/chip 

interface during cutting operation. The dry longitudinal turning is used as the cutting operation 

and coated cemented carbide (Ti0.6Al0.4N) was used as the cutting tool. The work-material used 

in their experiment was carbon steel, C45E, with yield stress 280 MPa. Cutting operation 

performed at a cutting speed (Vc) 200 m/min, feed (f) 0.3 mm/rev, depth of cut (ap) 3mm and time 

in cut 10 min. During the cutting operation high pressure (1 - 2) GPa and high temperature (700 – 

900) ˚C obtained along the tool rake face e.g. at the tool/chip interface. The rake face were 

investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) at four positions along the rake face hence 

the temperature and the pressure were inhomogeneous during the cutting. Based on their results 

they could conclude that a spinodal decomposition of the coating (Ti0.6Al0.4N) occurs during the 

cutting operation and the high pressures that arises during cutting enables further decomposition. 

Further decomposition results in poor mechanical properties of the coating, which leads to the 

failure of the cutting tool. 

 

Samir K. Khrais and Y. J. Lin [25] performed wear tests on the cemented carbide tool inserts with 

TiAlN coating using turning machining of hot rolled HAS 4140H. The wear tests performed in dry 

and wet machining with variable cutting speed ranging between 210 to 410 m/min. Other cutting 

conditions like depth of cut and feed rate kept constant during the wear tests. Depth of cut and feed 

rate were 1 mm and 0.14 mm/rev respectively. They examined the inserts surface by means of SEM 

in order to identify the wear mechanisms occurs during machining. They observed that for the dry 

machining at high cutting speed the dominated wear mechanisms is micro-abrasion wear. Due to 

sever conditions occurred in machining the coating material detached from the tool’s cutting edge. 

They could also observe the fatigue-crack wear. During machining and due to the high loads some 

cracks initiates from the biggest droplets in the TiAlN, droplets are very common in the PVD 

deposited coating. Further cutting gives promote to crack growing. The progress in cracks 

development at coating layer causes coating to spall e.g. failure of coating. Some amount of adhered 

steel from the work material observed on the substrate at cutting edge. They concluded that in all 

wear tests the inserts wear starts with sever abrasive wear leading to edge chipping, and gradually 

to fatigue-crack at coating layer. 

 

Jinyang Xu et al [26] investigated wear mechanisms of cutting tools. They used high-speed turning 

of steel AISI 2015 as cutting process. Both uncoated cemented carbide and multilayer-coated 

cemented carbide cutting tool tested for the investigation. The FEM study performed in case to 

facilitate the wear mechanisms investigation. The cutting process performed at these cutting 

conditions, cutting speed 500 m/min, feed rate 0.2 mm/rev and cut of depth 1 mm. From the FEM 

analysis, they observed that the heights temperature obtained on the rake face where the chip/tool 

contact occurs. For the multilayer-coated tool the heights temperature was 80 degree less than the 

highest temperature in uncoated tool. Thiers explanation for this phenomenon was the coating 

reduces the friction, which in turn reduces the generated temperature during the cutting process. 

After the cutting operation perfomed, they examined the worn surface for each cutting tool. For the 

uncoated tool the worn area on the rake face and the flank face was covered by adhered material 

e.g. material transferred from the workpiece due to very severe contact conditions and strong 

affinity between the cemented carbide tool and steel. This adhered material will promote a severe 

friction condition between the cutting tool and the work material. This lead to a severe adhesive 

wear which cause the adhered layer worn and detached from the tool surface easily during further 
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cutting. They concluded that when the adhered layer detached from the tool surface it takes some 

amount of the tool material, which results in an accelerating wear rate of cutting tool.  

 

Figure 8: Temperature distribution on the cutting tools during machining, a) uncoated, b) 
multi-layer coated [26]. 

 

  

a) b) 
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3. Aim 
 

Cemented carbide cutting tools coated with multilayer hard coating are the most commonly used 

cutting tools in turning applications. The frictional contact between the tool, chip and work-

material is complicated and involves complex tribological behavior. In some parts of the tool/chip 

interface the frictional contact between the chip and the tools rake face is dominated by sliding 

movements. SOFS set up is used for simulating the frictional contact between the two tribo-faces. 

In this thesis a tool holder will be developed in order to see if the SOFS set up can provide an 

applicable contact between the cutting tool and the counterface material. One type of cemented 

carbide cutting tool with multilayer hard coating was selected for sliding (wear) tests and for wear 

characterization. The wear tests will be performed at different contact conditions in order to 

characterize and evaluate the different wear mechanisms occurring on the insert contact surface 

during sliding. In order to identify and map these mechanisms scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and optical light microscope will be used 

for investigations of the worn surface. The aim of this work is to increase the knowledge and 

understanding of the wear mechanisms and failure mode of the cutting tools at pure sliding contact. 
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4 Experiment 
 

4.1 Material 

4.1.1 Sheet material 
The sheets metal (counter face) used in this work were stainless steel EN 1.4310, ASTM TYPE 301 

from Outokumpu. This is an austenitic chromium-nickel grade [23].   

 

Table 1: Sheet material mechanical properties 

Thickness [mm] Rp [Mpa] Rm [MPa] E modulus [GPa] 
1.5 205 515 200 

 

Table 2: Sheet material chemical compositions, the chemical composition is given as % by 
mass. 

Grade C Cr Ni Fe 
EN 1.4310 0.10 17.0 7.0 75.9 

 

 

4.1.2 Insert 
The inserts used in this thesis were supplied by Mikael Fallqvist [24].  

Table 3: Insert information 

Tool Model Tool type Insert photo  Size 
[mm] 

 

SNGM 
120408 

Multi-layer 
coated insert 

 

di 
12.7 

S 
4.67 

r 
0.8 

 

 

4.2 SOFS arrangement 
The slider-over-flat-surface SOFS tribometer is an instrument used for measuring the tribological 

behavior such as coefficient of friction, traction force, material pick-up and wear volume between 

two tribofaces. Usually in SOFS set up the specimen slides against the counterface, e.g., the 

counterface is fixed but it can be the other way around, the specimen is fixed and the counterface 

is in movement. SOFS provides a combination of normal load and sliding movement. One of the 

tribofaces, usually the one which is movable, is exposed to a normal load between 0- 1000 N 

depending on which load is of interest. When the normal load applies, the exposed face will glide 

with a predetermined sliding speed by pulling the specimen. Figure 9 shows how the SOFS set up 
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is constructed. SOFS can be operated as opened or closed tribo-system i.e. a closed system means 

repeated traction in the same trace and the opened system means repeated traction but in different 

traces. In order to be able to perform wear tests for the insert in the SOFS, the existing specimen 

holder in SOFS modified somehow to fit insert dimensions. Hence the existing holder was 

manufactured for only specimens which has disc shape with dimensions R1=25 and R2=10. 

 

Figure 9: SOFS setup 

4.2.1 Designing the tool holder 
The modification of the insert holder and/or developing a new fixture design was needed in order 

to be able to perform wear tests in SOFS. To develop this product a method that is similar to the 

method introduced in Johannesson, see figure 10, [28]. In this work, more focus will be on the 

following steps: 

1- Identify company needs and product specification 

2- Generate concept 

3- Concept selection 

4- Layout and construction 

5- Detail design 

6- Prototype testing 

 

Figure 10: Johannesson’s schematic system for developing new product [28]. 

To manufacture the fixture Kau:s workshop has been used for operations like milling, drilling , 

grinding and sawing . To model the generated and selected concept, Creo parametric have been 

used. 

      

 

Sheet metal 

Sliding direction 
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1- Identify company needs  

During a meeting with the company (SECOTOOLS), a list of requirements and wishes has been 

obtained. Some of these requirements were developed, by a discussion with Seco Tools and the 

supervisor, to specify the contact surface and the angle of the inserts they are interested to test in 

the SOFS machine. Designing a tool holder fixture that will fit the SOFS ‘tribometer’ and will 

enabling wear tests for the inserts. The insert worn surface investigation by scanning electron 

microscope SEM. This will be the next step after the designing of tool holder is done. The 

specification of requirements for the design are formulated based on the matrix theory introduced 

by Olsson, K.O (2006). The specification of requirements is found in appendix A. 

 

2- Generate concept 

To be able to generate the concepts a list of primary requirements divided into small problems and 

this problem should be solves. By the brainstorming, the solution approached. No calculations 

performed in this step. Creo Parametric used in order to get a better understanding of the shape of 

each concept to be able to make the decision if the concept fulfil the specified requirements. The 

results from generate concept step can be seen in appendix B with a brief description.  

3- Concept selection 

Selection of concept performed by using an elimination matrix (Pahl and Beitz). In addition, a 

relative decision matrix (Pugh) used to screen out the inadequate concepts and obtain the most 

suitable solution. The matrices, elimination matrix (Pahl and Beitz) and PUGH matrix, are 

found in appendix C. The selected concept according to the PUGH together with the other 

concepts introduced for the company during a meeting in order to get the company’s feedback. 

4- Layout and construction 

The selected concept from the previous step became concept D. The construction of the selected 

concept formed by using Creo parametric (3D model). Thereafter the prototype was manufacture 

according to the model constructed in the CAD program. The prototype information and 

manufacturing process in found in appendix D.  

5- Detail design 

Two prototypes modeled and manufactured in order to be able to perform wear test in 

SOFS, see appendix E. 

 

 

4.3 Wear tests 
The wear tests were performed by using SOFS set up, by applying a normal load to the insert and 

sliding it against the sheet material. Different contact conditions were used for the wear tests in 

SOFS set up. Three different normal loads were used 100 N, 300 N and 500 N. For each normal 

load, five inserts used with five different sliding distances 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25m. During the tests 

sliding speed was kept constant. The variety in the contact conditions were performed in order to 

obtain different tribological behavior. It is important to point out here that prior each wear test the 

sheet material surface and insert contact surface were cleaned with alcohol in order to avoid any 

contaminations. Some tests repeated more than one time until the sufficient wear traces obtained 

because of the misalignment between the two tribological faces insert and sheet metal. 
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4.4 Surface characterization  
Two methods were used for the characterization of the wear mechanisms and tribological 

properties, Optical Light microscope and scanning electron microscope.   

4.4.1 Optical Light Microscopy OLM 
The light optical microscope used for investigation of the worn surfaces of each insert. This method 

gave ability to obtain images of worn surface with high magnification. The method is quick and 

simple to use and it can provides a reasonably valuable results about the tribological behavior of 

the surface coating. The wear width on the insert surface after wear tests was measured. This was 

performed by selecting several points on the worn area; figure 33 shows the estimated region as 

wear width. The measured values for each test used in order to get an imagination how the wear 

rate behave with respect to the sliding distance and the normal load.   

4.4.2 Scanning electron microscope SEM 
Scanning electron microscope was used for revealing the information about the inserts 

morphology, coating structure, the worn surface and chemical analysis. Scanning electron analysis 

were performed for the investigation of topography of the worn surface while backscattered 

electron were used for distinguish the differences in the worn surface morphology. During this 

investigations the information of each insert displays on the monitor as 2D images at a high 

magnification with a spatial resolution between 100 -10 µm. The SEM analysis in this thesis were 

performed by using a Zeiss FEG LEO Gemini 1530, using an electron beam with acceleration 

voltages of 20 kV, and an Oxford INCA EDS. 

Energy dispersive x-ray investigations were performed for revealing the chemical analysis for the 

coating material and the worn surface. Prior the SEM analysis the inserts have been 

cleaned/prepared to be ready for the surface investigations. The inserts have been cleaned by 

ultrasonic cleaning in alcohol for 20 minutes followed by drying with warm air. 
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5 Results 
5.1 Design  
The wear traces, produced by prototype A, during wear tests were insufficient and the line contact 

between the insert and the sheet metal was misaligned. Any misalignment in the contact will be a 

misleading since the normal load will unevenly distribute over the contact area. Prototype B used 

for improvement of the contact between both faces. 

Prototype B, see figure 11 a, provides better results i.e. the line contact between the insert and 

counterface achieved. Figure 11 b shows the wear trace on the sheet metal produced by the insert 

gliding. Note that line contact does not mean even wear.  

   

Figure 11: a) Modified SOFS setup ready for wear tests, b) the wear trace.  

 

5.2 Characterization of insert surface coating and structure 
Scanning electron microscope used to study the morphology and the structure of the coating. SEM 

analysis revealed that the coating surface content of a spherical particles ‘droplets’ with a big 

variation in size which resulted in the coating rough surface. SEM analysis showed also that the 

insert has a multilayer coating by analyzing a fractured area on the insert. The thickness of each 

layer could be measured by means of SEM, see figure 12. 

 

    

a) b) 

a) b) 

Sheet metal 

Insert 

TiN 
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Figure 12: SEM micrographs showing surface morphology and multilayer coating with 
different thickness, a) Coating morphology, the arrows indicate to droplets b) first layer 

0.5 µm, c) second layer 2 µm, d) third layer 10 µm. 

 

EDS analysis used to reveal the chemical composition of each coating layer and the substrate. A 

line scan was conducted along the fractured area, see figure 13. On the very top of the insert surface 

there is a very thin film which content Ti and N, together form the first coating layer, which is TiN 

with a thickness 0.5 µm . Just below the TiN coating layer elements as Al and O detected. Those two 

elements together form the ceramic coating, which calls alumina and its thickness is about 2 µm , 

one of the most common coating material for cutting tools. The coating layer between the substrate 

and the alumina is Ti (C, N), with a 10 µm thick, since the titanium amount was highest in this 

region and C, N elements detected at the same region. This coating layer has the thickest thickness 

compared to the other coating layers TiN and Al2O3. At the substrate, the EDS analysis detected 

mainly tungsten and cobalt, see figure 13 c.  

 

      

c) d) 

a) b) 

Al2O3 

Ti(C,N) 
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Figure 13: EDS analysis revealing the insert chemical analysis, a) coating layers, b) the 
scanned area, c) coating elements 

                     

                                                                          

5.3 Characterization of insert wear and failure mechanisms  
After performing the wear tests in SOFS, the worn surfaces were examined by OLM for revealing 

wear width. The measurements from OLM gave possibility to quantifying the wear width of the 

worn surface. SEM analysis was used to investigate the worn surfaces furthermore and to identify 

the wear mechanisms arising on the insert surface during the wear tests. 

 

5.3.1 Optical Light Microscope 
The wear width on the insert surface after each wear test estimated by OLM. Several measurements 

performed for each insert in order to obtain a mean value of wear width induced during the wear 

tests. The wear width measured from where the yellow color e.g. the color of the very surface coating 

(TiN), was disappeared, see figures 14, 15, 16. 

 

Wear tests at 100 N 

The wear tests that performed at normal load 100 N with different sliding distances showed a 

tendency of material-pick up from the sheet metal. At early stage of sliding distance the insert color 

changed in the area which was in contact with the counterface, see figure 14 a. This detected even 

by naked eye since the color changing was significant. The surface color either changed due to the 

coating damage or the surface was covered with material from the counterface. The amount of 

c) 

TiN Al2O3 
Ti(C,N) Substr. 
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transferred steel increased proportionally to sliding distance. For sliding distances between 20 – 

25 m, clumps of counterface material were observed on the edge of the insert’s contact surface. 

These clumps were deformed and smeared on the insert’s worn surface; see figure 14 b.   

     

 

Figure 14: OLM images show the worn surface of the two inserts, a) wear tested at 100 N 5 
m, b) 100 N 25m. The arrow indicate to the sheet material’s flow direction. 

 

Wear test at 300 N 

For these wear tests coating failure was observed even at shorter distances (5 m). Longer sliding 

distances resulted in the removal of higher amount of coating material from the insert surface. The 

coating failure was not the only mechanisms occurred during the tests even material transfer to the 

insert surface occurred and increased with increasing in the sliding distance, see fig 15. 

   

Figure 15: OLM images show the worn surface of the inserts wear tested at, a) 300 N 10 m, 
b) 300 N 20 m, c) 300 N 25 m. 

 

 Wear tests at 500 N 

The wear tests performed at the normal load 500 N with different sliding distance showed that big 

amount of coating material failed. For short sliding distance (5 m) coating failure occurred. 

Increased sliding distance led to coating failure and the surface damage. Further sliding showed a 

significant tendency for the counterface material to transfer to the insert contact surface. At the 

sliding distance (25 m) the whole insert contact surface was covered by transferred material. The 

transferred material was severely deformed and smeared on the insert surface, see figure 16.   

a) b) 

a) b) c) 

Wear width 
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Figure 16: OLM images show the worn surface of the inserts wear tested at, a) 500 N 10 m, 
b) 500 N 15 m, c) 500 N 20 m, d) 500N 25m. 

 

Quantifying wear rate of the inserts 

Optical light microscope was used for estimating the wear width on the insert surface after each 

wear test. Several measurements performed for each insert in order to obtain a mean value of wear 

width induced during the wear tests. The wear width measured from where the yellow color e.g. the 

color of the very surface coating (TiN), was disappeared. 

In order to quantify the wear occurred on the the inserts during the wear tests the mean value of 

the wear width for each insert was plotted against the related sliding distance, see figure 17. The 

relationship between the wear width and the sliding distance is almost linear e.g. the wear width 

growth with increasing in the sliding distace. In figures 16 b and c it can be noted that an increase 

in the normal load induces higher value of wear width. R-squared value and regression line are 

calculated for each curve in order to see if the curves are linear.  

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 17: The wear rate vs sliding distances a) 100 N, b) 300 N, c) 500 N. 

 

5.3.2 Scanning electron microscope analysis of wear mechanisms 
SEM and EDS analysis has been performed in order to identify the coating wear and failure 

mechanisms occurred during the wear tests in SOFS. The worn surface for different wear inserts 

with different contact conditions has been examined.  

 

Wear tests at 100 N, multipath 

At low normal load of 100 N and short siliding distance of 5 m, material transfer from the 

counterface observed. An increasing in the sliding distance resulted in higher amount of adhered 

material on the insert. Further sliding resulted in the detachment of the adhered material from the 

insert removing away some small amoun coating material. The dominated wear mechansims for 

these insert was mild adhesive wear mode ( mild wear, here means that the very surface were worn 

and not the entire coating). Figure 18 shows the material transferred to the insert at 5 m of sliding.  
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Figure 18: SEM images show the worn surface of the insert wear tested at 100 N and 5 m, a) 
picked-up material on the contact surface, b) high magnification, transfer material. 

 

 

Wear tests at 300 N, multipath 

The worn surfaces of inserts that conducted at the contact conditions of 300 N and 5-25 m analyzed. 

The wear mechanisms for these insert depended strongly on the sliding distance. The dominated 

wear mechanisms and coating failure of the worn surface was a combination of adhesive wear and 

continues microchipping of coating, see figure 19. The microchipping occurred by a combination of 

crack formation and crack growth under high mechanical stresses. At the first stage of the sliding 

movement or when the normal load applies to the insert cracks initiate. These cracks propagate 

during sliding and results in the detachment of a small pieces of coating material. Furthermore 

sliding results in failure of bigger pieces of coating material consequently the failure of entire 

coating material occurred. 

  

Figure 19: SEM images show the worn surface of the insert wear tested at 300 N and 20 m, 
a) worn surface by adhesive wear mode, wear down to the substrate, b) fragmentation of 

coating material by microchipping. 

 

a) b) 

a) b) 
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Figure 20: EDS analysis for revealing the chemical analysis of the worn surface after wear 
test at 300 N. 

Table 4: Chemical compositions of the worn surface. 

 

 

In order to see how severely the insert surface damaged an EDS analysis performed on the worn 

surface to reveal the chemical composition of the worn coating and the transferred material on the 

surface. For this insert (tested at 300 N and 20 m), big clump of the transferred material from the 

counterface was visible on the worn surface. It was smeared and has a flat shape i.e. heavily 

deformed, see figure 20. The chemical composition for (spectrum 2) the bright spot on the worn 

surface revealed that the surface damaged down to the substrate since the highest amount of the 

composition was tungsten, which is the substrate material. The cobalt and carbon detected in the 

chemical analysis, see table 3, these elements are also included in the substrate material. The 

chemical composition for the spectrum 1 (adhered material) shows a mixture of titanium from 

coating material and steel from the counterface. 
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Wear tests at 500 N, multipath 

Characterizaton of wear mechanisms and coating failure for these inserts reveald to be dominated 

by brittle fracture of coating material. The morphology of the fractured surface obtained by the 

backscattered electron detector showed two different type of brittle fracture mechanisms, see figure 

21. Sharp fracture, down to the third coating layer or substrate, and continuous microchipping. 

These two fractured mechanisms are depended on the counterface material’s flow direction.  

For the sharp fracture, as it appears in the front of the arrow in figure 21 a, this fracture phenomena 

is typical for the brittle fracture due to overloading. When the normal load applies to the insert, 

especially in this case with high normal load, the formation of cracks occurred. The PVD coating 

droplets promote initiation of and these cracks results in brittle fracture and coating failure. The 

microchipping occurred by a combination of crack formation under high mechanical stresses and 

sliding movement. During sliding, the cracks propagate and results in small pieces of coating 

material removal, furthermore sliding results in failure of bigger piece of coating material 

consequently the failure of whole coating occurs. 

 For both fracture mechanisms, Alumina (Al2O3) showed a high brittleness and high tendency to 

brittle facture. Alumina which was the second coating layer were removed immediately when the 

first coating layer failed i.e. when coating failure occurred for the top layer the fracture of coating 

material went through the alumina directly. 

  

Figure 21: SEM images show the worn surface of the insert wear tested at 500 N and 10 m, 
a) worn surface by brittle fracture, wear down to the Ti(C,N), b) high magnification. The 

arrow indicates to the material’s flow direction 

The morphology of adhered material on the insert contact surface was strongly depended on the 

sliding distances. At Longer distances higher amount of adhered material could be observed with a 

flake morphology, see figure 23. 

a) b) 
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Figure 22: EDS analysis for revealing the chemical analysis of the worn surface after been 
wear test at 500 N and 10m. 

 

Table 5: Chemical composition of the insert worn surface. 
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Figure 23: Transferred material on the insert contact surface with sliding conditions (500 
N and 25 m). 

 

Table 6: Chemical composition of the transferred material 

 

 

The adhered material for two inserts with contact conditions (500 N, 10 m and 500 N, 25 m) 

examined using EDS analysis. The EDX analysis for this material showed different chemical 

compositions for each spectrum, see tables 4 and 5. The adhered material was an irregular mixture 

of coating and steel material and had different chemical compositions. In figure 22 the darker 

regions like spectrum 5 and 6 had high amount of elements from coating matrial like Ti, N and Al 

while the brighter regions contain more steel alloy elements as Fe, Cr, Si and Ni. The irregular 

mixture of the adhered material produced due to the uneven mechanical stresses. 
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Figure 24: SEM images show the worn surface of the insert wear tested at 500 N and 25 m, 
a) worn surface by brittle fracture, wear down to the substrate, b) high magnification, the 

arrows indicate to the cracks, the substrate morphology. 

 

With increasing sliding distance the cracks propagated deeper down through the coating down to 

the substrate and the wear rate increased significantly, see figure 24. The detachment of coating 

material from the substrate could be clearly seen on the worn surface after 20 m of sliding. In 

regions where the coating material were removed completely the insert show a high tendency to 

pick-up material from the counterface. At 25 meters of sliding distance the insert contact surface 

were kind of covered by the transferred material.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) b) 
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Wear map 

The wear mechanisms observed during the sliding tests are mapped in order to illustrate 

the critical area with respect to the normal loads and the sliding distances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25: Wear mapping  

Figure 25 ilustrates the wear mechanisms occurring on the inserts contact surface during the wear 

tests. At high load (higher than 300 N) the wear mechanisms are dominated by fracture of coating 

material due to overloading. For the lower normal load (100 N) the worn insert suffers by material 

transfer and mild adhesive wear. This adhesive wear develops with both sliding distance and 

normal load and causes the damage on the insert surface. Between these two areas, lower load and 

higher load, the insert suffers by sliding wear i.e. the coating material delaminates from the surface 

because of the mechanical stresses and the sliding movement. The dominating wear mode for this 

area is microchipping.  

 

 

Critical area 
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Wear test at 500 N, single path 

Single path means that the insert glides in the same trace and the  SOFS tribotester works as a 

closed system. After performing the wear test as colsed system the insert surface was severely worn, 

almost all coating layers were removed. The wear mechanisms for this insert was dominated by 

brittle fracture. The tranferred material on the insert contact surface was heavily deformed and 

smeared resulted in a strong interface with the tool surface. 

 

Figure 26: EDS analysis, measurement of chemical composition of the worn surface at 
contact conditions (500 N, 25 m single path), a) SEM images location of each spectrum, b) 
chemical compositions of spectrum 1, c) chemical compositions of spectrum 2, d) chemical 
compositions of spectrum 3. 
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6 Discussion 
 

6.1 Design 
 

In this thesis two prototypes of tool holder were designed. The reason for this was that the first 

prototype (prototype A) failed to obtain the line contact between the insert and the sheet material. 

The main reason for this failure was the manufacturing and the complexity of the shape.  Prototype 

A consisted of three parts and each part was made during a manual milling. The manual milling 

make it difficult to obtain the precision in dimensions, especially when the model is complicated 

i.e. includes many corners which was the case here. Because of that, the tool holder had some 

dimension errors. These errors were the reason that the three parts did not fit to each other 

precisely. When the normal load applied to the prototype during the wear tests the prototype was 

deformed plastically, the line contact between the insert and the sheet material was misaligned. 

Due to the prototype’s poor performance, another prototype was prepared (prototype B). This was 

possible by utilizing the SOFS regular fixture, by replacing the wheel with an insert holder. During 

the wear tests performed with this prototype the line contact provided was more precise. 

The required contact between the insert’s nose and the sheet material was a line contact, see figure 

10. Usually the contact mechanics of the line contact is more complicated than the point contact. 

Hence, in the point contact an applied load influences only one point while in line contact the load 

will be distributed over the entire contact area. During the wear tests, it was obvious that the contact 

pressure was highest at the sides of the interface. This was observed from the wear traces on the 

sheet material and the insert contact surface. For the sheet material, deeper scratches were found 

on the sides of the wear trace while the middle of the wear trace was lesser worn. The worn surface 

in the figure 28 confirms the contact mechanics theory of the line contact i.e. higher contact 

pressure obtained at the sides of the interface. Figure 28 shows the insert’s contact surface and it 

seems like the edges of the insert has been overloaded. Hence, the fracture and delamination of 

coating material is observed on the sides of the contact area. In the middle of the contact area only 

gradual wear has occurred. Vesel Hyseni calculated the contact pressure between the insert contact 

surface and the metal sheet in statistic mode, (by using a cylinder on cylinder contact mechanisms). 

The calculations were performed using the software ABAQUS. He performed calculation for 

different normal loads and he used the same type of sheet material as in this work. The results 

showed that the contact pressure, between the insert and the sheet metal, is uneven and highest 

contact pressure is obtained on the sides of the contact area, see figure 27 [29]. This is a good 

explanation for the uneven wear obtained during the wear tests. Because even though the line 

contact was achieved the results showed uneven wear on the insert’s contact surface. Hence, the 

line contact does not always results in an even wear on the contacting surfaces. 

Fredrick Lindvall calculated the contact pressure between two bodies pressed and slide against each 

other (by using a sphere on flat body contact mechanisms). The calculations were performed using 

the software ABAQUS. He performed calculation for different materials and for the same type of 

sheet material, used in this work, he concludes that the contact pressure during the sliding 

movement is highest on the sides of contact area [27]. This is a further explanation for why the 

insert’s worn surface was severely damaged at the edges. 
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Figure 27: Contact pressure distribution on the sheet material for different applied normal 
loads, a) 112 N, b) 285, c) 500 N [29]. 

 

  

Figure 28: The insert worn surface after been wear tested, fracture of coating material, a) 
left side, b) right side. 

 

a) b) 

a) b) 

c) 
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The area exposed to the highest contact pressure seemed to grow with increasing normal load its 

growth towards the middle point of the line contact. It should be mentioned here that when the 

insert glides against the counterface the contact stresses in the interface behave as a nonlinear 

function due to two reasons. Firstly, the load is unevenly distributed over the contact area. 

Secondly, changes occur on the contact surface when the coating material is removed from the 

insert surface due to wear. However, the contact mechanics in this situation is very complicated 

and not further discussed because the focus of this thesis is about identifying the wear mechanisms 

of the insert’s coating material and not the contact mechanisms.  

 

6.2 Coating structure 
SEM analysis for the coating structure (see figure 12) showed that the cutting tool insert is a 

cemented carbide tool with multilayers coating with different thicknesses. The coating contains 

both PVD and CVD coating layers. These tools are the most commonly used commercially available 

tools for the turning applications [9]. Cemented carbide is well-known for its hardness even at 

elevated temperature [9,19]. PVD coating (TiN) has good fracture toughness and a significant color 

making it easy to observe the damage [27]. In addition, it has also good hardness which reduces the 

friction and in turn reduces the wear occurring during machining [10]. The CVD coating consists 

of alumina (aluminium oxide, Al2O3) and has good properties like very high hardness and low 

thermal conductivity, which makes alumina appropriate for cutting tool applications [27]. The 

drawback with the CVD coating is that it is more brittle and has lower adhesive tendency towards 

the substrate than the PVD coating. Usually a PVD coating layer is applied directly to the substrate 

in order to obtain good cohesion and adherence to the substrate [9]. 

 

6.3 Wear quantification by comparing inserts worn surfaces 
Even though the contact pressures were uneven in the interface, the measurements of the worn 

surface for each inserts during the wear tests gave a linear model for the wear rate when the wear 

width were plotted against the sliding distances. The wear graphs in figure 16 show that the wear 

width at low load (100 N) and short sliding distance (5 m) tend to be very small. This width started 

growing with increasing sliding distance. Indeed, the wear width growth with grows with increasing 

normal load at the same sliding distance. Figure 29 is the collection of the figure 17 in order to see 

the comparison of the wear rates for each normal load.  
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Figure 29: Comparison of wear rate at three different normal load 

Even though this method for estimating the wear not has a high accuracy, it still gives an idea of 

the surface wear rate. The curves display a linear relationship with an R-squared value of more than 

0.75 for each curve, e.g. the wear width grows linearly with increasing sliding distance. The wear 

(material removal) is not an exactly linear function of sliding distances or normal loads and there 

are some points that deviate. However, this wear quantification is still useful as a starting point for 

estimations of the wear rate and the prediction of wear. For (100 N) when the sliding distance 

increases from 5-25 m the maximum value of the wear width was about 300 µm at 25 m while for 

the higher normal loads (500 N) the wear width was larger than 300 µm already at 15 m. 

The measurements of the wear rate for the wear-tested insert can be compared with the Archard's 

equation if we assume that the wear width on the insert contact surface is only depending on the 

material removal from the insert surface [1]. According to this equation, for each tribosystem, the 

material removal will depend linearly on the normal load and sliding distance. Anyway, this 

equation could be a good support for the results obtained by optical microscope if it was possible 

to determine the amount of removed material from the insert. However, the insert contact surface 

in some regions are covered with the transferred material from the sheet metal so it was difficult to 

see where the coating was removed and how much. Further, the Archard's equation is adapted for 

bodies with only one bulk material e.g. the body material has the same properties. In this case the 

insert has a multi-layer coating with different properties and therefore the material removal from 

the insert surface is semi linear since multi-layers of coating means several interfaces with different 

strength and wear resistance. 
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Figure 30: OLM image, worn surface after a wear test. The arrow indicates to the 
material’s flow direction. 

 

The rate of material transferred to the insert surface at low normal load (100 N) increased 

significantly with increasing sliding distance. This phenomenon can be explained by the abrasive 

wear mechanisms. The coating droplets works as asperities that indent the counterface material 

under such load. When the insert starts sliding due to the tangential load these droplets will plough 

through the counterface material resulting in material pick-up. Further sliding results in that a high 

amount of material is transferred to the insert surface. Usually the adhered material increases the 

frictional forces since the sliding movement will occurs between tribofaces with same properties. 

 

 6.4 wear mechanisms 
 

6.4.1 Material pick-up 
The amount of pick-up material increases porpotionally with the sliding distance and normal load. 

EDS analysis revealed that the chemical compositions of the adhered material were an irregulare 

mixture of coating material and steel. A low amount of oxygen was also detected during the analysis 

but the amounts was low compared to other elements. The low amount of oxygen on the worn 

surface means that the surface has been oxidized but to a low degree. This can support that transfer 

of the material from the sheet metal to the insert occurred mostly due to mechanical stresses since 

high temperature increases the oxidition rate [7]. Dunring the sliding motion and in presence of 

the high mechanical stresses the coating droplets interact with the counterface asperities. The 

penetration of these droplets to the counterface surface results in severe plastic deformation of the 

sheet metal. The tangential load which enables the sliding movement makes droplets plough 

through the counterface surface resulting in severe abrasive wear of the counterface and material 

transfer to the insert. It is belived that the adhered material will undergo a breakage during further 

sliding and results in adhesive wear. Since a higher amount of transferred material on the insert 

means higher frictional forces which results in a welding situation between the transferred material 

and the counterface surface. Hence the contact will be between self-mated material having a very 

strong affinity towards each other. In order to retain the sliding motion of the insert against the 
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counterface these welding points have to break off somewhere either in the interface between the 

counterface and transferred material, in the interface between the transferred material and coating, 

or under this interface. This may lead to a severe adhesive wear in some regions [1,5-7]. As 

presented in tables 4 and 5 the transferred material was a mixture of steel and coating material. 

The mixture that was formed under high mechanical stresses was a strong steel alloy, stronger than 

the counterface material and adhered with a very strong interface to the insert. If the interface is 

very strong the breakage must occur somewhere under the interface and consequently results in a 

delamination of the coating material.  Almost the same wear mechanisms were observed when 

Jinyang Xu et al [26] investigated wear mechanisms of cutting tools. The material adhering to the 

cutting tool will promote a severe frictional condition between the cutting tool and the work 

material, leading to a severe adhesive wear, which causes wearing of the adhered layer and that it 

detaches from the tool surface easily during further cutting. They have concluded that when the 

adhered layer detached from the tool surface it also rips off some amount of the tool material 

resulting in an accelerated wear rate to the cutting tool [26]. Similar phenomena were observed 

during these wear tests, detachment of transferred material from the insert surface leaving a cavity 

on the surface see figure 31. This investigation makes it possible to understand under which 

conditions and how the debris was formed. In this case and according to the chemical analysis 

shown in table 2. The transferred material was an irregular mixture of counterface and coating 

material forming under high mechanical stresses. Even in hard coating, the fracture of coating 

material may occurs due to shearing of coating material. During the sliding motion the transferred 

material may sticks in the coating and results in shear deformation of the coating material. Further 

sliding results in fracture of coating material. 

 

 

Figure 31: SEM images show the worn surface of the insert wear tested at 500 N and 5 m, 
the worn surface by adhesive wear mode. 
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6.4.2 Adhesive wear 
As discussed above, some of the sheet material was transferred to the inserts contact surface during 

wear tests. This adhered material forms an interface with the insert surface. The strength of this 

interface depends strongly on the contact conditions and the affinity of the contacting surfaces [1]. 

During sliding, the adhesive wear occurred due to the contact situation, which in some areas was 

nearly between self-mate materials. How severe the adhesive wear depends strongly on the adhered 

material/coating and sheet material/adhered material interface. If the sliding movement will cause 

the adhered material to come off somewhere, usually it will be in the weakest interface [1,7]. During 

the tests conducted at  100 N adhesive wear was observed, but the coating damage was not severe. 

Probably the interface between the coating and the adhered material was not that strong and that’s 

the reason why the coating material removal was barly observed. 

In cases of higher normal loads severe adhesive wear and coating fracture were observed, see figure 

31. The severe adhesive wear occurring at the insert surface was directly related to the high pressure 

during the sliding movement against the counterface. When subjected to high pressure, the 

material transferred to the insert surface at the early stage of the sliding was severely deformed and 

pressed against the insert resulting in a strong interface between the transferred material and the 

coating. In some areas, the local contact between the counterface and the transferred material led 

to the formation of local welded points because of the strong affinity between both faces and high 

pressure. Hence, the gliding had to either take place the material in the local welded points or 

around it will beak off and the results were detachment of the coating material even down to the 

substrate see figure 31. 

6.4.3 Fracture of coating material  
For the inserts tested at high load, the dominating wear mechanism was coating fracture. Two 

fracture mechanisms were observed, namely microchipping and sharp brittle fracture. It is 

assumed that the fracture occurred purely due to overloading.  

Sharp fracture are typical for the brittle fracture due to overloading. When the normal load applied 

to the insert, especially in case of high normal load, the PVD coating’s droplets promote initiation 

of cracks. Since these droplets seem as surface defects and affect the surface coating negatively [9]. 

This behavior is similar to what Samir at el [25] concluded when they observed the delamination 

of coating material during machining. They also concluded that at high loads some cracks initiate 

from the biggest droplets of the coating, these droplets are very common in the PVD deposited 

coating. Further cutting promotes crack growth and consequently spalling of coating material 

occurs. [25].  

In figure 25 (Wear map) the critical area is the area above the red line. The dominating wear mode 

in this area is fracture of coating material.  
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Figure 32: SEM image of worn insert shows continues microchipping induced by cracks 
propagation. Test conditions (500 N and 10 m). 

 

The microchipping was caused of the combination of crack formation under high mechanical 

stresses and the sliding movement. During the sliding movement, the cracks propagate which 

causes a small pieces of coating material removal. Additional sliding results in damage to large 

pieces of coating material and ultimately the entire coating will be damaged and removed from the 

tool surface. It should be mentioned that for both fracture mechanisms the second layer of coating 

consisting of Alumina (Al2O3) was removed immediately after the loss of the first coating layer, 

e.g. when coating failure of the top layer occurs the fracture also includes the alumina layer. Figure 

33 shows the fracture reaching down to the substrate and the substrate morphology can be seen 

clearly. This is a typical brittle fracture due to very high contact pressures. Figure 32 shows that the 

Alumina is removed immediately when the TiN fracture occurs. This may reflect the alumina 

properties which is well-known for its hardness, low thermal conductivity and chemical stability at 

high temperature but also very brittleness [9,19,27]. Alumina is used in order to reduce the heat 

flow from the insert/work material interface to the tool. Hence, high temperature will deteriorate 

the cemented carbide mechanical properties. 

 

Figure 33: worn surface, wear down to the substrate. 
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SOFS as closed tribosystem  

The fracture mechanisms in the test which was condutcted at contact conditions (500 N ,25 m and 

single path) were dominated by brittle fracture down to the substrate, as demonstrated in figure 

34. The insert contact surface was severely worn and the entire coating material was removed. In 

this test the insert was much more worn than the insert used during the same contact conditions 

but in a multipath. The reason for this is that during the multi path the insert slides against fresch 

material e.g. opened tribosystem. While in the single path test the insert slides in the same trace 

and that’s why the conuterface material undergoes an work hardening process. This work 

hardening makes the sheet material harder and consequently increases the insert wear rate. This 

may be the worst case scenario and it doesn’t occur in cutting operations since in cutting operations 

there are high amount of head transfer to the work material and this heat will recover the work 

hardening phenomenon [22]. This test confirm how the transferred material is smeared on the 

substrate and also confirms the cemented carbide strong affinity to the steel. F. Zemzemi et al[10] 

showed that for uncoated cutting tool and at low cutting speed the friction increases due to material 

transfer to the cutting tool. An Increase of the frictional forces also gives an increase of the thermal 

and michanical stresses which in turn will increase the tool damage.  

  

Figure 34: SEM images show the worn surface of the insert wear tested at 500 N and 25 m, 
a)  single path (closed system), b) multi path (opened system). 

 

  

                          

  

a) b) 
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7 Conclusion 
The commercial cutting tools were investigated under dry sliding conditions at room temperature 

and the following conclusions were drawn: 

1. The new design of the tool holder retains line contact in the SOFS tribotester if the tool 

holder does not have any dimensions error and if the normal load is applied directly to the 

insert. 

2. When tests were performed with the SOFS tribotester at different normal loads and 

distances wear characteristics relevant to metal cutting were seen. 

3. The wear mechanisms were identified and mapped by using scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and optical light microscope. 

Identified wear mechanisms were adhesive wear, microchipping and fracture of coating 

material. 

4. The wear mechanisms concluded were: 

 For all inserts material transfer to the insert surface was shown and the material transfer 
increased with increased sliding distance. 

 Tests performed at low temperature showed mainly adhesive wear for the worn insert. 

 Inserts tested at higher normal load showed cracks formation and microchipping. These 
two fracture mechanisms were produced by cracks propagation through the coating 
material resulted in removal of coating material. Cracks formation was not observed at low 
normal load (100 N). 

 Fracture of the coating material was observed for the inserts tested with high normal loads. 
Two different fracture mechanisms were seen, namely microchipping and brittle fracture. 
The fractures were due to overloading. 

5. Alumina was shown to be very brittle and did not substantially increase the inserts wear 
resistance. 
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APPENDIX A 

Product specification  
In this appendix, the list of requirements and preconditions is presented. 

Table 7: The requirement and preconditions for the fixture design. 

Requirements  Primary Secondary Wishes Note  

a- Linear contact x   
The contact between the insert  
and the counter face 

b- Different angles   x Different angles in the same fixture  

c- 45 degree x   Insert position with 45 degree 

d- 15 degree  x  Insert position with 15 degree 
e- Design dimensions  
will fit in SOFS x    
f- The normal load will 
evenly  
distributed on the insert x    

g- Design strength  x   
The design should be able to  
maintain loads > 500 N 

h- Material strength x   
The design should be able to maintain 
 loads > 500 N 

i- Low vibration x    

j- Performable  x  
The fixture can be manufactured in  
KAU workshop 

k- Simple   x  
The design should be as simple as 
possible 
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APPENDIX B  

Generate concepts 
Concept A 

This concept is based on the idea to utilize the regular tool holder due to its mechanical properties. 

The tool holder from SECOTOOLS will be modified into dimensions so it will fit the SOFS. The 

holder will be fastened to the SOFS with a fixture that looks like a square cup, see figure 35. 

Advantage 

The holder will take quite high load provided by SOFS without any influences on its mechanical 

properties. The insert is well gripped in the holder that in turn will avoid any misalignment. 

Disadvantage  

 The holder will be modified and the fixture will be manufactured so that it fits to each other and 

provide line contact between the insert and the sheet metal. The tool holder have two angles (rake 

and inclination angles with -6 degree). Thus manufacturing the fixture will create difficulties with 

the tight tolerance requiring a milling operation with very high precision. This will be almost 

impossible by manual milling. 

 

Figure 35: Concept A, modelled in Creo parametric. 

Concept B 

This concept is also based on to making use of the steadiness. Here the fixture is designed after the 

shape of the tool holder and the contact area, see figure 36.  

Advantage 

The holder will not be modified. 

 Disadvantage 

The disadvantage of this concept is that it requires large space which leads to the fact that the fixture 

needs to be long in the horizontal direction. The large length will give a risk of bending the fixture 

and cause different contact angles with different applied loads.  
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Figure 36: Concept B, modelled in Creo parametric. 

   

Concept C 

This concept is also based on making use of the holder steadiness and it looks like concept A, but 

with less wall plane (see figure 37).  

 

Advantage 

The smaller wall plane will make the manufacturing easier than the one in concept A.  

Disadvantage 

The inserts location won’t be in the middle which means that a lot of the applied force is not going 

to be distributed in the contact surface. It will also be difficult to mill angled plane partitions. 

 

Figure 37: Concept C, modelled in Creo parametric. 

  

Concept D 

In this concept (see figure 38) only the inserts is used (no holder) together with a fixture that will 

give the desired line contact. In addition the normal load will evenly distributed over the insert. 

Advantage 

This concept will make the manufacturing easier than the other generated concepts. The fixture 

could be designed for a specific inserts. Most of the applied force will be distributed to the contact 

surface. 

Disadvantage 

This holder doesn’t have the same strength as the reel tool holder. It will be risky if the holder will 

make it without undergoing any deformation. Any deformation will lead to unevenly load 

distributed which in turn will lead to unreliable results. 
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Figure 38: Concept D in a view modelled in Creo parametric. 

Concept E 

This concept is based on making use of the holder steadiness. The fixture will be designed with 

different angled planes (see figure 39) to create the desired line contact. The fixture and the holder 

will be fastened with a screw.     

Advantage 

The holder will not be modified with different angle.  

Disadvantage 

It will also be difficult to mill angled plane partitions. The screw can deform due to the large 

tangential forces.  

 

 

Figure 39: Concept E, modelled in Creo parametric. 
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APPENDIX C 

Selection of concept  
A selection of concept has been implemented with an elimination matrix (Pahl and Beitz) and a 

relative decision matrix (Pugh), are used to screen out the unsuitable concepts in order to find the 

most suitable. The elimination matrix, puts all concepts against the issues, see table 7. If the concept 

meets the issue it gets the sign “+” (plus), and if it doesn´t the concept get the sign “-” (minus). If it 

is unsure if the concept meets the issue the concept get the sign “?”. The minus signs for each 

concept are then summarized, see column 6 in table 7. The concept with the least number of minus 

is the most suitable and the other can be screened out. In table 7 the most suitable concept is 

concept D. 

 

Table 8: Elimination matrix used to screen out the unsuitable concepts and get the most 
suitable. 

Concept 
Solves main 
problem 

Fulfills all 
requirements 

 
Realizable  

Enough info 
available 

Number of 
minus 

A + - - + 2 

B + - - - 3 

C + - - + 2 

D + - + + 1 

E - - - - 4 
    

Since the elimination matrix is usually used to eliminate any bad concepts and it is an unreliable 

method, the relative decision matrix (PUGH) was used to make sure that the right concept was 

selected, see table 8. This matrix is constructed by putting all concepts against the requirements 

and compares it to one reference concept. The reference concept is usually the existing concept, but 

in this case the winning concept in the previous matrix has been chosen to be the reference concept. 

If the compared concept fulfils the requirements better than the reference concept it gets the sign 

“+” (plus), and if it meets the requirements as well the reference concept it get the sign “0”(zero). 

If it satisfies less requirements it gets the sign “-”(minus). The requirements are divided into 

primary- and secondary- requirements so if the concepts gets equal ranking in the summary of the 

sign, it is possible go back and check were the contribution come from. If more “+”comes more 

from the primary concepts then this will be selected as the most suitable concept. From the table 8 

the concept D is selected to be the most suitable.  
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Table 9: The relative decision matrix, concepts against the requirements and compared to 
one reference concept. 

  C
o

n
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A
 

B
 

C
 

E
 

P
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Line contact   0 - - - - 

45 degree  0 + + + + 
Desing's dimensions will fit in 
SOFS  0 0 - 0 - 

The normal load will be evenly 
distributed on the insert  0 - - 0 - 

Design strength   0 + - 0 - 

Material strength  0 + + + + 

Performable  0 - - - - 

S
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15 degree   0 + + + + 

 Simple   0 - - - - 

       

W
IS

H
E

S
 

 Different angles   0 - - - - 

       

S
U

M
M

A
T

IO
N

 Sum +   0 4 3 3 3 

Sum 0  10 2 0 3 0 

Sum -  0 5 7 4 7 

Net value  0 -1 -4 -1 -4 

Ranking  1 3 5 3 5 

Go  REF NO NO NO NO 
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APPENDIX D 

Layout and construction  
The selected concept was concept D. two different prototypes were designed and manufactured. 

The first prototype (prototype A) failed to maintain the linear contact between the inserts contact 

surface and the counterface which the insert will slide against. Therefore the second prototype 

(prototype B), with the same concept was designed and manufactured. The number of components 

and way to manufacturing prototype A and prototype B is given in table 9 and table 10.  

Table 10: Prototype A, number of component and way to manufacturing. 

 
Component  

 
Number 

 
Manufacturing  

Main part 1 Milling 
Inner part 1 Milling 
Outer part 1 Milling 
M6 bolts 3 From KAU workshop 
M3 stop screw 1 From KAU workshop 
Socket head cap screw 1 From KAU workshop 
Flat washer  1 From KAU workshop 

 

Table 11: Prototype B, number of component and way to manufacturing. 

Component Number Manufacturing  

Main part 1 SOFS regular holder 
Inner part 1 Milling 
M6 bolts 1 From KAU workshop 
Hexagonal nut  1 From KAU workshop 
Socket head cap screw 10 1 From KAU workshop 
Hexagonal nut  1 From KAU workshop 
Flat washer 1 From KAU workshop 

 

Material selection 

The selection of the material in this work was limited to the few material types that were available 

in the KAU workshop. Due to this limitation no calculations in CES Edupack has been performed 

in order to select the right material. The selection of material has been based on two important 

criterias, the first criteria is that the material needs to have good mechanical properties. The second 

is that, the material has to have good machinability. High machinability enables manufacturing of 

the desired shape. Based on these criteria’s and the material limitation in the KAU workshop the 

selected materials were structural steel for prototype A and aluminium for prototype B.   

Manufacturing selection 

Milling operation was performed as the main process for the holder manufacturing. Polishing and 

drilling were also used in order to complete the manufacturing process. 
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Risks 

During this work two different risks were discussed. These two risks are: 

- Holder failure during the wear tests. 

- Misaligned contact between the insert and the counterface.  

During the wear tests the holder will be exposed to high mechanical stresses induced by both the 

normal load which applies directly on the holder, and the tangential load which enables the insert’s 

sliding movement against the counterface. The holder failure has to be prevented otherwise it will 

be impossible to perform the wear tests in SOFS. For this reason the structural steel was selected 

and it was the strongest of the available materials. 

For the tribotest it is important that the load is distributed evenly over the part that will be 

examined. Uneven distributed load will results in uneven wear rate on the surface. In order to 

prevent any misalignment it is important that every part of the holder fits to each other without any 

gap.  
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APPENDIX E 

Detail design  

Prototype A 

This prototype consist of three main parts. Two outer parts and one inner part that has brighter 

color see figure 40. The idea of modelling this prototype based on that, it would be appropriate for 

inserts with different shape. This will be possible by replacing the inner part with another part that 

has relevant shape to the insert, which needs to be tested.  

 

Figure 40: CAD model for prototype A. 

Prototype B 

This model consists of two main parts. The house, which is from the existing sample holder, and 

the insert holder that has bright color see figure 41. The idea behind this model is to utilize the 

precision of the existing holder.  

 

Figure 41: CAD model of prototype B. 
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